REQUIRED RESOURCE
(For Most Students — See Below)

REQUIRED ASSIGNMENTS:
Read a total of 500 pages of “Devotional Literature / Writings”. At least 200 pages must be material written before the year 1500 A.D. The remainder can be from any time period. The professor must approve any readings outside of the Devotional Classics text. A list of additional authors to consider is below. You will be asked to sign a statement to the fact that you have completed this assignment. This assignment counts for 25% of your Grade.

Keep a journal with your personal reflections from the readings, scripture, class exercises and sessions with the professor. This is to be personal and will not be evaluated. A minimum of 5 pages of journaling will be required. You will be asked to sign a statement to the fact that you have completed this assignment. This assignment counts for 25% of your Grade.

Plan a personal retreat to be taken at some time in the next year. The retreat schedule should be for a minimum of 2 days (48 hours) and include location, readings, goals and other items that will fuel a persons faith and spirituality. Your detailed retreat plan is due June 30th. This assignment counts for 20% of your Grade.

Class Participation in worship, exercises and discussion counts for 30% of your grade.

Other Authors approved for Devotional Readings...
Fredrick Beuchner / Brennan Manning / Henri Nouwen / Julian of Norwich / The Cloud of Unknowing (author unknown) / Steve Fry / Donald Miller / Anne Lamott
Any other authors must be approved by the professor (just ask)